In recent years, internal gravity waves have been extensively studied in the middle atmosphere for two major reasons. First, there are strong reasons to believe that gravity waves are the primary source of the observed mesoscale fluctuations in the middle atmosphere. Second, the deposition of the momentum and energy carried by the gravity waves plays a central role in establishing the large-scale circulation and structure of the middle atmosphere. Many observations have suggested a simple form of m-P with p -3 for the Fourier vertical wavenumber m power spectra of horizontal velocity and relative temperature fluctuations in the atmosphere at large m. 
Introduction
In recent years, internal gravity waves have been extensively studied in the middle atmosphere for two major reasons. First, there are strong reasons to believe that gravity waves are the primary source of the observed mesoscale fluctuations in the middle atmosphere. Second, the deposition of the momentum and energy carried by the gravity waves plays a central role in establishing the large-scale circulation and structure of the middle atmosphere. Many observations have suggested a simple form of m-P with p -3 for the Fourier vertical wavenumber m power spectra of horizontal velocity and relative temperature fluctuations in the atmosphere at large m. Many different theories have been developed to explain the nearly m -3 spectra observed at large m [e.g., Dewan and Good, 1986; Smith et al., 1987; Weinstock, 1990; Hines, 1991; Gardner, 1994;  Zhu, 1994], without certainty of which theory, if any, is valid [Gardner, 1996] . Clearly, to better parameterize the drag and eddy diffusion induced by gravity waves in the middle atmosphere, it is im- 5d. PROJECT NUMBER 5e. TASK NUMBER 5f. WORK UNIT NUMBER
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introduced to provide a quantitative description of spacewavenumber (z-m) localization, where z and rn are the altitude and vertical wavenumber, respectively. Similarities and differences between the marginal distribution of P(z k, me) and the Fourier spectrum of a data series are clarified. Section 4 discusses the local power spectrum calculated from the observations. Section 5 identifies one IMF as a characteristic gravity wave component in the middle atmosphere. Finally, in section 6 we summarize our EMD-derived results for gravity waves. 
Local Wavenumber and Empirical
arctan (3) are the amplitude and the phase of the signal, respectively [Cohen, 1995] . When the independent variable • represents space (time), a local wavenumber (instantaneous frequency) can be derived from (3) 
An optimal choice for the imaginary function it2(•) that gives an unambiguous local wavenumber is the Hilbert transform of the signal u(•) [Cohen, 1995] , defined as
•-•o• u(z) dz H[u(•)] = ti(•) = •
•-z '
where the integral is a Cauchy principle value and H is the Hilbert transform operator. The complex signal thus defined by (1) and (6) is called an analytic signal belonging to u(•) [e.g., Bracewell, 1986; Cohen, 1995] . Likewise, Uo(•) and are the amplitude and wavenumber of the analytic signal belonging to the original signal u(•). Cohen [1995] shows under certain restricted conditions that for the analytic signal defined by (1) and (5) 
where the refractive index n describes wave-medium interaction and it can be complex. We define the complex refraction index by rt 2 = rt 2 + in• 2. In general, the dispersive phenom-2 whereas the enon is described by a spatial variation of n r, dissipation effects are formulated by a nonzero n/2 term. When expressed in terms of (5), the WKB solutions of (7) 
U0(•) --•/t/r(•) exp +_ /•r(t) dt,
where C•,2 are integration constants for each of two wave packets propagating in opposite directions. The posterior condition that (5) and (8) are valid solutions of (7) 
Without loss of generality we first fix the values of a i = 1, a2 = 1.5, and kl = 1. Letting k2 change between 0 and 1, we then examine Uo(x), K(x), and K(x). In Figure 1 we show three plots of u (x) with decreasing values of k2 from 0.9 to 0.1. Although the high frequency oscillatory feature kl = 1 exists in all three signals, Figure 1 shows that the basic character of the large-scale variations is totally different. When k2 • k l, the signal resembles a wave packet with slowly varying envelope, while when k2 << k l, the signal represents small scale disturbances riding on a large-scale background field. The analytic signal belonging to (12) can be derived easily based on the basic formula H[cos (kx)] = sin (kx) [e.g., Bracewell, 1986; Karl, 1989] . The local amplitude Uo(x) and the local wavenumbers •(x) and K(x) defined by (2), (4), and (10) for the analytic signal are [Cohen, 1995] Uo(x) = [(al-a2) 2 + 4ala2 cos 2 (kax)] 1/2, (13a) Since the derived IMF for the first case is a wave packet with an amplitude and wavenumber modulation, then the EMD technique may be particularly useful in analyzing and interpreting dispersive-dissipative wave-related data. We know from the construction that the signal in case 1 corresponds to a superposition of two sinusoidal waves with distinct wavenumbers and constant amplitudes. On the other hand, the wave packet IMF derived from the EMD method and indicated by (5) and (13) 
Local Power Spectrum and Its Marginal Distributions
To illustrate how the EMD method may be helpfull. to understanding the gravity wave characteristics in the middle atmosphere, we need to introduce a distribution functi6n that represents the energy density distribution as a fdn•tion of space and wavenumber. To show the motivation behind its definition, let us consider an idealized wave 15acket of velocity In the present applications of analyzing a gravity wave spectrum a more relevant quantity is the energy spectral density or the power spectrum, F(m), which often shows a near -3 power law at large m. In this section we first introduce a distribution function which we call the local power spectrum. We then suggest that different physical mechanisms for the gravity wave spectrum may lead to different observed structure in the local power spectrum even though the corresponding standard power spectra F(m) are indistinguishable for different pro- Figure  7 we show the local power spectrum P(Zk, me) and its marginal distribution F(rn e), respectively, for the wave packet signal (16) where it has only one IMF (J = 1). To demonstrate that the EMD method is superior to the. wavelet analysis in this case, we also present in Plate 1 the local power spectrum of wavelet analysis by replacing the amplitude Uo in (19) with the continuous wavelet transform [Daubechies, 1992] Co(Zk, me) = -• u(r)½* dr, gives a direct picture of amplitude modulation of the wave packet. However, conversely, the EMD method cannot resolve two closely spaced harmonics due to the acceptable separability criterion (10) or (11). In the real applications, such as in the present situation, when a data series is associated with physical processes which can be approximated by the wave equation (7), the EMD method is expected to yield a better decomposition. For a real signal with multi-IMFs and a finite length its FEMD(m ) will still be a continuous function of a finite wavenumber support because the local wavenumbers are 'continuous functions of space. On the other hand, the Fourier spectrum of a finite length signal FFourier(m ) will be unlimited in wavenumber space. The cutoff wavenumbers are determined mainly by how the continuous signal is sampled [e.g., Karl, 1989; Harris, 1978] . It is a notoriously difficult problem to find a positive space-wavenumber (or time-frequency) distribution that satisfies the specified marginal distributions [Cohen, 1995] . Because our marginal distributions (22) are defined by the nonnegative local power spectrum, the required condition of a two-dimensional probability density is satisfied automatically. [Cohen, 1995] , such as FFourier(m), the marginal distributions are physically meaningful as we discussed in the last section. Therefore the local power spectrum P(z•,, me) is clearly an appropriate distribution function.
Although our marginal distributions, such as FE•D(m ), are different from the marginal distributions specified in the usual time-frequency analysis
It is also noted that the Fourier spectrum FFourier(m ) derived in turbulence studies also represents an ensemble average of many independent realizations. However, for homogeneous turbulence where the flows are considered to be stationary in time the ergodic theorem ensures that the ensemble average is the same as the average over a long data series [e.g., Panchev, 1971; Frisch, 1995] . Examining Figure 5 clearly shows that the wave packet is not a stationary signal. Therefore additional cautions should be exercised to interpret FFourier(m ) when it is derived from only a few data series. 
Gravity Wave Characteristics in the Middle
In the above the axial anisotropy D and the linear polarization P can be straightforwardly calculated from velocity profiles [Eckermann, 1996] 2 2 D=ug-%, 
